
Love all Serve all 
 

 

Full Chorus   -   Female section  -  Male section – Male+Female section 

 

 

Intro:     MI        RE       LA       MIm/SOL       MI 

 

It’s like a revolution Mightier and more pervàsive than a tornado     LOVE ALL 
     MI                                    RE                                      LA          MIm/SOL                                  

            It's deeper than the sea SERVE ALL 
                                           MI 

A volcano asleep in our heart awoke us and from droplets…. LOVE ALL 
        MI                          RE                                    LA 

                          We became the sea…  SERVE ALL 
                MIm/SOL                     MI 

That volcano in our heart            Changed us into the sea  
                               FA#7     LAm                                  MI 

Its power will spread through all countries and towns no one in the world will resist it  
(MI)                                            RE                                        LA                        MI 

It’ll sweep away all misery and fear and we'll know that we are     (NOTHING BUT LOVE)  
                                                 RE                                       LA                                 MIm/SOL                         

That volcano in our heart   changed us into the se    -   a  
                               FA#                                        SI47    SI7 

         And You with us (We'll all be Your embrace ) And then within us (We'll all be Your smile )  
                               LA                 FA#m                                 SI                                 SOL#m 

 We will find You in the starving and parched ones that we will serve  
             LA                                                      SI           

or in the laughter of the child we'll rejoice 
             MI                     SI               LA      

  We will           meet You in the mother that needs to be consoled 
   C#m/SOL#   LA                                        SI                 

We will hug her and You'll be her son 
            MI                SI                  LA 

We'll endlessly listen to You in the memories   that the old man loves to recount 
        LA                          MI                                               SI 47                     SI 7 

love all serve all  It begins with a smile or a simple hug 
                        MI                                                MI/SOL#             LA 

         love all serve all         And it swells up like the high tide 
                 SI           MI                         (MI/SOL#)     SOL#m/ SI 

         love all serve all       Then it wraps you into its truth 
LA           SOL#      DO#m                        MI                         FA#79   

           love all serve all -  
                                  SI47    RE7 

love all serve all              I will grow to love         love all serve all   And I'll love and serve with every action 
                       SOL                  SOL/ SI        DO           RE          SOL        SIm                          

         love all serve all               
                DO           SI           MII    SOL   

             Everybody is part of the One  
MIm/DO#      DO                        SOL       



 

 

 

 

 

(Instrum.)SOL    FA      DO       SOLm/Bb 

               SOL                               FA                                       DO        SOLm/SIb                       SOL 

 

 

And from a sudden intuition a thought grows inside  LOVE ALL          and turns into action SERVE ALL      
       SOL                      FA                                  DO                     SOLm/SIb                SOL 

And like a revelation we understand that giving love LOVE ALL     is the most natural thing SERVE ALL 
      SOL                                    FA                            DO                           SOLm/SIb   SOL 

just like inhaling and exhaling         It's just like breathing  
                                 LA          DOm                   SOL                     

Instrum modula.  SIb/DO   DO/RE     RE/MI  

All borders dissolved, all distinctions destroyed  Oooh, we'll rejoice every day 
     LA                                  SOL                                    RE                        LA 

We will look at each other and laugh with wonder In seeing that we own the same face 
           (LA)                              SOL                           RE                                          LAm/DO 

we are one and the same … WE ARE ONE WITH YOU -    U! 
                                 SI                                              MI47     MI7 

And you with us We'll all be your embrace,  And then within us   We'll all be your smile … 
                     RE                      SIm                                 MI                               DO#m 

It's the choice of loving as warriors of peace,  For You've created us as angels of light. 
                          RE                            MI                                A                MI           RE         

We will      lift the veil of silence / and reveal the unspoken Love  
FA#m/C#  RE                                     MI                        

Through this choice ignorance will die 
                     LA        MI                 RE 

We will fly into the sunlight of Your compassion  And even higher … 
            RE                              LA                                 MI47             MI7 

love all serve all    It begins with a smile or a simple hug 
                      LA                               LA/DO#              RE               

love all serve all       And it swells up like the high tide 
       MI           LA                  (LA/DO#)      DO#m/MI 

        love all serve all      That light will transform us 
RE          DO#         FA#m                     LA                   SI79 

love all serve all                        love all serve all       
                       MI47       SOL7                           DO      DO/MI 

          love all serve all        
  FA          SOL         DO      MIm/SOL    FA/LA 

And in the end we'll understand, We’ll realize and see Your Reality … 
LAm/FA#   DO                                               FA          SOL47        LAm        DO/SOL 

       … We will see You …             we will awake in You…  
LAm/FA#                 DO     SOL47      SOL7               DO 


